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Ctihodný republikánský senátor Mitch McConnell, obklopený
zástupem zákonodárců, náhle a nevysvětlitelně ztuhl a na minutu se
odmlčel během úvodních projevů na týdenní středeční tiskové
konferenci Senátu. Po události lékařští vědci rychle připsali
McConnellovu mlčenlivou minutu mrtvici nebo jiné významné
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neurologické krizi; nicméně, klonovací vědec z Deep State ve
vojenské vazbě věří, že McConnell zažil „klonovací závadu“ běžnou
mezi klony, které se blíží 3letému datu vypršení platnosti.

Jak bylo oznámeno v lednu, White Hats zadrželi dosud
nejmenovaného genetika, který dříve pracoval ve skryté klonovací
laboratoři v Missouri Ozarks. Padesátiletý šílený vědec německého
původu litoval svého etického pochybení a souhlasil s tím, že
pomůže Bílým kloboukům identifikovat klony v rámci politické elity, i
když popřel, že by věděl, kde se nacházejí jiné klonovací laboratoře
na americké půdě, a svou neznalost obviňoval z oddělení Deep
State. Byl držen pod „izolovaným dohledem“ ve Womack Army
Medical Center, Fort Bragg, kde White Hats zkoumal a pitval klony
získané z laboratoří v Missouri a na Aljašce.

Klony McConnella byly nalezeny v laboratoři na Aljašce.

Zaměstnanci společnosti Womack poté, co sledovali McConnell spaz
v televizi, požádali genetika o odborný názor, zda McConnell na
obrazovce byl skutečný obchod nebo klon. Nemohl to definitivně
prohlásit za klon, ale řekl, že McConnellův náhlý záchvat
katatonického chování byl nevyřešeným příznakem klonů blížících
se ke konci své existence, důsledky uspěchané vědy a
nedokonalých klonovacích technik.

Podle něj existují klony pouze tři roky od data zrání a jsou
vyzvednuty nebo staženy, rozpuštěny v kyselině a nahrazeny, než se
projeví známky rozkladu. Mezi indikátory zhoršení patří synaptické a
kardiovaskulární selhání. Méně časté pozorovatelné vedlejší účinky
zahrnují kožní léze podobné ekzému, vředy, které lámou a vytékají
hnis, a gigantismus na jedné nebo více končetinách. Ve vzácných
případech se klon blízko ukončení může stát násilně psychotickým.

Tyto defekty, řekl genetik, se objevují během několika posledních
dnů existence klonu, pokud vůbec.
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"Tyto automaty, a já nevím, jak jinak je nazvat, protože nevěřím, že
mají duši, nevěřím, že jsou zrozeni z Boha, mají mikročip s
instrukcemi pro vyvolání v jejich mozku." [jméno vynecháno] říká, že
Deep State může spustit čip, aby vyvolal klon. Mohou také zkratovat
čip, což zničí klon,“ řekl náš zdroj z Womack.

Když neurologové ve Womacku   prováděli kraniotomie na získaných
klonech, našli spálené mikročipy o průměru poloviny dětského
aspirinu. Genetik tvrdí, že implantaci provádí robotický chirurg, jako
jsou ty, které vyvinula společnost Neuralink Elona Muska.

"Takže nemůžeme s jistotou říci, že McConnell, kterého jsme viděli
včera, svět viděl včera, je klon, ale určitě se tak choval." Jediný
způsob, jak si být jistý, je chytit ho, podívat se na jeho zuby, chodidla
a genitálie a vzít mu k hlavě pilku na kosti,“ řekl náš zdroj.

"Mám tendenci si myslet, že Mitch McConnell v Kongresu je klon,
protože víme, že byly vyrobeny jeho klony," řekl údajně genetik.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

(Návštíveno 78 555krát, dnes 1 005 návštěv)
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Sbírka zchátralých klonů Nancy Pelosi se také začala královsky šířit
v televizi těsně předtím, než se její klon (klony) začal rozpadat a
blížit se ke konci data zrání.

Naposledy upravila Joanna před 5 hodinami

I also heard about the black eye club, those with a black eye are said
to have had a parasite called a vril placed inside that one eye. After
while it’s said that the vril takes over the host until death then it looks
for another host. I know this sounds like science fiction but you never
know what’s real or fake today with all the technology that has been
hidden from us

No it’s adrenochrome injection sites. Straight to the brain but the
contraption they use bruises the left eye area. Vrill is a red herring
and totally false cover story.

Last edited 6 hours ago by Statethis

practical points, it seems the best answer to whether clones would
have souls is almost certainly, yes

So say the professionals and theologians. Agan deep state shill oh
wait Im a male that works with kids to I must be a groomer. Oh wait
Im a clone, Im a robot, maybe Im cgi, dangit I am a body double *
insert insult here*

Bottom line is when you met yout maker answer the question “why
do you wish harm on a innocent soul.”

Clone , pretty sure. He never blinks, malfunction at 3 years like the
Hillary one where she chattered her head up and down cackling like
a plugged in muppet

Ever since reading this yesterday, I can’t get the film, The Boys from
Brazil, outta my noggin’!

I’m going w/a clone!! First viewing of the video that day, I thought,
that’s not McConnell, along w/small stature! They’re everywhere!!
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I hope it’s time to go SCORCHED EARTH with these black hat
bastards that tortured and killed our good White Hat boys as
outlined in a recent article.

  

I hope it’s time to go SCORCHED EARTH with these black hat
bastards that tortured and killed the good White Hat boys as
outlined in a recent article.

Since these Clones are using chips, it would be useful to develop a
scanner that could detect them from a distance.

Like the Queen, holed up somewhere until the evils decide to say he
died!!

Simply pull up the shirt and check if he has a navel.
 Souless clones don’t

 If so shoot the clone!
 Done 🤔👍

I saw a bot up in my name,son of a beast! My Mother who they use
to promote it has been deceased for 22 years.

As soon as I saw it, I told my wife that looks like a clone about to
expire.

To believe in human clones is the willing suspension of disbelief .

16% of Americans have IQs under 85. That’s over 25 million!!

Some of them vote.

Let that sink in.

I remember when my mom stroked. She was sitting on the floor in
front of a tv with a remote control and she kept clicking and clicking it
nonstop and she wouldn’t even listen to anything anyone said. She
was just glaring at the screen punching the remote buttons. It almost
killed her because she refused to go to the hospital in the
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ambulance. They couldn’t legally force her to go so she sat there
almost killing herself with delaying her treatment. My husband
grabbed her and forced her into his truck and drove her to the
hospital against her will the whole way. The person that was left in
my momma’s head was not the same person I always knew. She
turned into a little child and she thought I was her school teacher of
some kind. I hate strokes. She died from a second stroke 5 years
later. She never really recovered from the first stroke. She is far
better off now than she was then. It hurt so much because I couldn’t
do a damned thing because I was stuck in a wheelchair myself and I
couldn’t physically make her do anything or I would have physically
forced her to go to the doctor when her leg went numb. I was in
rehab when she told me that her leg was numb. I had been
paralyzed in a truck driving accident so I couldn’t force her to go to
the doctor. She was stubborn about it. I sure do miss her. Strokes
are weird. You have no idea what they will make you do. Mitch needs
to retire and go to the doctor and take care of himself. If that’s the
real Mitch McConnell. I honestly don’t know what to believe about
him. But I saw the same face on my momma.

No two strokes are exactly alike. I take care of my wife who had a
stroke a few years ago. She is getting better slowly, but they can be
devastating to the person and their loved ones. The main thing is
you cannot give up on them, because people that have had major
strokes have learned to walk again, talk again, write again, drive
again, go back to work and do many of the things that were taken
away because of the damage. The brain DOES repair itself in many
cases. Brain cells DO regrow, but you will never find that out unless
you give them the support and therapy they need 24/7.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Mark David

And for strokes, NEVER give them Statins. Statins over time will
destroy the brain. Look it up.
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She was 79 when it happened and we never gave up on her or left
her in an old folks home. We would have her in a rehab facility and
went to see her three times a week until she was well enough to
come home to live. Then we had home health therapy for when she
was home. Anyway I want to thank you for your kind concern. I will
pass on your advice on Statins to my family in case we should ever
need it.

I was talking about this this morning with my nurse (LVN) and we
watched the video of it happening together. They were talking about
a fall he took at an airport two weeks ago and it gave him a
concussion. Now, that part could be fake news or could be true. I
don’t know because I don’t watch tv. My nurse said that a concussion
would do to him that kind of symptom. So I’m not going to make a
too uneducated guess. He sure does look old now though. He must
retire at the very least. He is obviously not physically capable of
doing his work which requires much more clarity of thought than he
now has. Plus, he’s a RINO deluxe and this is a gift from God to get
a real Republican to replace him with and get a real Republican
Minority Leader in office. Whatever happened it will save us from
suffering from his presence any longer. HALLELUJAH!

The woman in the green dress(Sen Shelly Moore Capito-R) is the
daughter of a 3 term WVa Gov. She has been in the House since
2001 and in the Senate(WVa ) since 2015. She also appeared
alongside Mitch when he gave his post-concussion speech.
Apparently, she is his handler. THX 1138 (commenter) wants to
argue that she didn’t touch him. However, he is a lone voice.
Suddenly the C-Span video has been buried. She did something to
him. Remember Hillary’s bodyguard had to inject her at the ready.
He ended up dead. How can any person or actor hold that blink-less
stare? Meanwhile, Mr Pool says that Obama’s chef was in 3 ft of
water (not 8) per geographic data at that time. The chef may have
served up his last plate of children.
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Here is the McConnell video. The Resident Biden actor can hold that
blinkless stare and we know for sure it is an actor wearing a full
silicone HollyWood facemask. This actor for McConnell can also hold
the stare. I suppose many actors are trained to do so and practice.
The real McConnell is probably already in a Gitmo cell or dead. The
Senator touched the actor’s hand, a signal to freeze up and stare
unblinkingly. It was planned, seeing the reactions of the other
Senators, and the camera immediately zooming in on McConnell.
Senator Capito was coordinating the planned skit so everybody
could do their own lines on time. Look closely and see that the other
Senators were expecting her to step into their crowd. They probably
practiced the skit many times.

remove 3 spaces
 https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=QX19YAleBTM

The thought of that is nauseating, why can’t he cook normal stuff?
 On another note, he might have, according to one commenter,

accidentally walked in on Barry and Michelle during a sexually
intimate moment and that was it.

Xena. I am dying.I couldn’t put the truth to this forum because I
would be scathed.My only regret is that I wasn’t able to help my son.

Wow, good information Christine. Shelly knows something is amiss
and she worms her way toward Mitch at the podium, smiles at the
other senators and cameras and then she touches Mitch’s right hand
for a second. No other reason to do that, unless you have a personal
responsibility to “manage” the clone.

What about Dolly the sheep?
 Cloned animals for growing organ replacements in humans does not

require transfer of memories from one human mind to a clone
mind. Dolly the clone sheep learned like any sheep from a womb, no
transfer of mind memories to clone mind necessary. If humans were
cloned, they might look like the original, but would be drooling idiots
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with only a short while to train and educate them. Allegedly they die
in 3 years, but in actuality would be illiterate with an incomplete
education. If there was a scientific method to rapidly educate the
mind with a memory transfer, it would be used in the schools and
colleges. Instead, we have children failing in the schools, learning
slowly with the old method. The brain has billions of nerve endings to
connect to a clone brain with billions of nerve endings. How would
science do that? Human brains are not comparable to computers at
all, a million times more complicated, regardless the hundreds of
science fiction movies.

Commander-in-Chief Trump has been often hinting in his rallies that
many of his opponents are replaced by Central Casting, supposedly
actors from the now striking Screen Actors Guild. Could HollyWood
produce thousands of their great very real appearing silicone full
facemasks for the actors? Of course they could, obviously have
been, even moreso with the strike shutting down movie making.

“And thank you to Vice President Pence. He has been so wonderful
to work with. He’s a real talent, a real guy,” Trump said. “And he
is central casting, do we agree? Central casting. He’s been great.”
(spoken by CIC Trump at several rallies)

Many of us think Pence was executed for treason and crimes against
children, he and his wife got the ‘letter‘ at the Bush funeral, was
replaced by clone or double. Is Trump telling us Pence was replaced
by an actor, a real talent, a great actor?

Finally! Someone who exercises common sense. There may be
body doubles that might seem genuine at a distance and only
briefly but certainly detectable up close.

To buy into the notion of clones is to ignore a long list of logic:
 1- What do they do while waiting to be activated? Do they sit in the

dugout waiting for the manager to give them a call?
 2- Suppose they refuse to cooperate and plot to destroy the “original
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” person ?
3- Are they aware that they are expendable and can be deactivated?

 4- How can they be brought up to speed regarding the myriad of
nuances: speech patterns, walking mannerisms, their neighbors pets
names, etc.

Cloning technologies available today work at a cellular / molecular
level . Dolly the sheep was unable to reproduce and only lived for a
few months.

Let’s stop kidding ourselves: this is fantasy: clones, doppelgangers,
body doubles.

MB is a masterful wordsmith who authors very entertaining stories.
His stories are fiction at its best.

How many people, supposedly liquidated, are seen in public long
afterwards?

Take any post he makes and look at it logically. Does it pass the
smell test?

WE ARE BEING GASLIT!!

Last edited 11 hours ago by Schadenfreude

According to Encyclopedia Britanica and Wikipedia Dolly the first
sheep clone lived from 1996 to 2003. She lived twice as long as they
say clones of today live. I wonder what happened to their longevity?
Things are supposed to get better not worse.

Hollwood does it all the time in the makeup room on movie and TV
sets; a face is a face is a face.

WE FOUND A BUG IN THE NEW CLONES,,,DON’T WORRY
WE’LL GET IT FIXED BEFORE CAMPS START,,,
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I just got the patch and already installed it on my skull microchip,
very grateful they were able to get a fix out for this issue so quickly
🙏

I believe almost all have been arrested or executed especially if they
were involved in child trafficking/ satanic cereonies using children or
treason.. Some doubles/ actors/ clones have been kept around to
finish up the White Hat “scripts”.

My buddy’s mother makes 85 US dollars per hour working on the
computer (Personal Computer). She hasn’t had a job for a long, yet
this month she earned 12,500 bucks by working just on her
computer for 9 hours every day.

 Read this article for more
details.. https://Payathome.blogspot.com

Last edited 17 hours ago by Rene Labre

I’ve been thinking a lot about this story. If all that the German
scientist has explained is accurate than a high priority must be and
probably IS to get either the bio-original OR maybe better the
CURRENT clone that has the hopefully ONLY baby aspirin sized
chip so they cannot create another viable chip. Of course they may
have already created chips from the bio-originals they hope to
reproduce in perpetuity. In that case, it’s still good to get the bio-
originals.

You can tell Biden is with his fake right ear. Doesn’t even match the
other one.

No,turns out he is just fine,running for re election.He is going to milk
this gig for every last dollar he can grub out if it!

You have no idea what happened! You are surmising given your
world view and opinion which you have every right to do. I agree if
they can restore him (clone him) and insert the chip into a fresh

https://payathome.blogspot.com/
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model he will run again and keep their power intact. I don’t believe
for a nano-second that catatonic state was “normal” and he’s “just
fine.”

Even if he is the authentic
 Mitch McConnell his brain is obviously fragile. They need to get him

out of there before he does some more harm to our country.

He won reelection in 2020 and his term isn’t up until 2026. It’s too
early for him to really be running for reelection right now

Last edited 16 hours ago by Hank

What you need to do is re-watch the video of him. Turn the speed
down. (There’s an icon at the bottom of the video to do this) As he
talks , a lady in the green clothes appears from the left, reaching into
her pocket, The two guys behind Mitch look at her, and they !start
saying things at the same time. Then they start smirking. Now the
lady reaches over to Mitch with the same thing she took from her
pocket, and quickly touches him with it, and walks away, while the
guy behind Mitch leans in and watches Mitch intensely, as to see his
reaction ! What the hell was that all about.??

 The other woman on the right reaches out to assist Mitch, and at the
same time you can see a guy in the background,,Im assuming ,
secret service, has what appears a gun in his hand, and putting it
back into his left pocket

She probably has some device to animate him so they can get him
off stage to fix him.

Entirely possible. Perhaps a capacitor or other ESD ( Electro Static
Device ) Enough a jolt to kickstart him back up again. It’s also
possible she realized it wouldn’t be advisable and/or detectable so
she backed off intuitively. Mitch was in full Medusa mode by then.
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Other than staged high fives, awkward ‘hugs’ and general glad
handing, The Swamp virtually ALWAYS prefers their space and are
more in a bubble than even the most contentious of corporate
boardroom meetings. Since they’re the ones ushering in all the
SA/SH legislation they keep their distance from anything with even a
whiff of impropriety.

And this is what’s made Joe’s hair sniffing and obvious canoodling
so glaring.

Well Leslie, you and I don’t have full knowledge of how clones work.
That doesn’t mean they don’t exist. Reality check: we aren’t “in” on
the latest stuff. Be more flexible in looking at possibilities. I’m not
saying to believe everything you read…but look at possibilities you
haven’t heard of before. Life is NOT what we think it is. That much is
obvious.

I don’t know how clones work? You’re right! But, my point is, they
have to have physiological systemic functions to produce pus. That
is ALL I’m saying. We’re ALL in the dark on this. I’m not a German
mad scientist. I agree with you we know virtually nothing about them.

It is a replica of the original. That is what clones are. Minus an inner
compass or soul.

Clones can never reproduce as they do not have genitals,
apparently. Just like a cloned plant can never produce seed and
reproduce….

Very easy to figure this out.
 Mitch had all the jabs as reported by MSM.

This means he had his visit or knock on the door. By JAG officers.

Use Prince Charles as a test case, see how many times he had
Covid and jabs, as reported in MSM.
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If they were photo in MSM having the jab, then that’s not good them.
ie Pence.

Anons should know this for sure.

Last edited 19 hours ago by Wheatfromchaff

BULL!!! The elites do NOT take the jab!!! You are so gullible. Did you
personally do a chemical analysis of what was in any JAB you saw
him take or he claims to have taken???? Do you believe ANYTHING
just cause MSM says it?

So it is assumed the original Speaker Mitch has been long gone ? I
hope he had a painless death if DS took him from us. I never was
familiar with Speakers history but from what I saw , he was same
type as every other Speaker. True politician ! Perhaps THEY wanted
a newer better liar ? THEY should’ve replaced Mitch with Peppermint
Patty …. Best Liar in White House briefing room history. Nick ,
NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Why not have a white hat de-pants him on live teeeveee to see if he
has genitals. If it has none shoot it in the head on the spot.

Because if they’re wrong and it turns out he does have a pee-pee
and they expose it to thousands of television viewers including
children then that makes the White Hats basically pedos

Plus white hats aren’t standing in Congress with enough man-power
to do such a thing obviously.

Well for one thing GENIUS, the WHITE HATS DON’T HAVE HIM!.
What a dope.

Glitch the Mitch never had any real balls, he is part of the D.S. sold
us out long ago to increase his riches.

You are correct. His vote in congress “I have absolutely no doubt
President Trump incited a riot.”.
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Just an old man whose blood sugar was low, or had a mini stroke.
Nothing else to see here.

Gee, if only the rest of us were so smart to see the obvious like you
do…..NOT.

Of course the herd mentality jerk-offs downvote you. Can’t have an
opposing opinion here. You didn’t know that? What’s wrong with
you?

Glitch McClonell would just like to say he’s fine now and looks
forward to celebrating his fourth birthday any day soon.

Stop gaslighting us with “clones” already! Human Clones Do not
exist!

If the technology to actually clone humans existed, it would be taught
in schools today.

The willingness to suspend disbelief is staggering!

I guess you never heard of the sheep Dolly clone back in 1997 or
people cloning their animals. Time to wake up! if they can do it to
animals what makes you think they won’t do it to people?

Plenty of actors and actresses out there to replace the criminals,
especially now with the screen actors guild strike. Perhaps the
primary reason for the strike. Could HollyWood produce thousands
of full facemasks for the Central Casting actors? Of course they
could.

“And thank you to Vice President Pence. He has been so wonderful
to work with. He’s a real talent, a real guy,” Trump said. “And he is
central casting, do we agree? Central casting. He’s been great.”

Clones are really not needed, and this imaginary conduit from
human brain to clone brain to transfer memory and consciousness is
ridiculous. The brain is a million times more complicated than the
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most powerful computer, and the alleged memory transfer is just not
likely. The cloned sheep Dolly ‘learned’ just like any other sheep born
from a womb, with no ‘memory transfer’ to speed up the process.

Yep….cloning still doesn’t sit right with me!! The masks and
doppelgangers do!! I would say most of the time it is just an actor or
actress wearing a mask.

OK. You have a right to your opinion. Do you “believe” they cloned
Dolly the sheep? Just because something is outside your box
doesn’t mean it cannot exist. I believe 100 percent the recent RRN
story where they FOUND the factories.

What about Dolly the sheep?
 Organ replacements in animals does not require transfer of

memories from one human mind to a clone mind. Dolly the clone
sheep learned like any sheep from a womb, no transfer of mind
memories to clone mind necessary. If humans were cloned, they
might look like the original, but would be drooling idiots with only a
short while to train and educate them. Allegedly they die in 3 years,
but in actuality would be illiterate with an incomplete education. If
there was a scientific method to rapidly educate the mind with a
memory transfer, it would be used in the schools and colleges. The
brain has billions of nerve endings to connect to a clone brain with
billions of nerve endings. How would science do that? Human brains
are not comparable, regardless the hundreds of science fiction
movies.

In 1997 a sheep name Dolly was clone, with technology over the
past 25 years it has improved, not perfected but improved. I know
people who have had their pets clone and it is very expensive.

I know about Dolly the sheep. I didn’t say I didn’t believe they could
do it….I just said it was hard to wrap my mind around it.

Hard to wrap your mind around you mean as in regarding humans?
Join the club.
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True. But every time we get a bio-original and get that baby-asperin
sized chip, they have to go with ACTORS. The battle goes on. We
don’t give up just cause it’s not easy!

Totally. Welcome to the White Matrix. Like it or not, we have a choice
of compromised news. I have not watched TV since I left for college
and now, with the patriot news, it’s down to just the headlines.
wwg1wga

Many of these politicians are great speakers, powerful persons,
because of years of practice, decades of crushing lesser persons.
How could that ability possibly be passed up through a memory
transfer? What good would a clone replacing a powerhouse be if it
had stage fright? When carefully considered, clones are a bad joke,
surely a deliberate exaggeration of what is real.

I totally agree. However, there are happenings that can’t be
explained like Killary Rotten and Billy bob being seen in 2 different
places at the same time and they unlived both of them. They
wouldn’t have shot a person with a mask on in the head. It is all mind
boggling!!

We know Hillary had at least 3 doubles, one of them was Teresa
Barnwell. She admitted to it. Appearing in two places at the same
time could be deliberate if controlled by white hats, or they got their
signals mixed.

That time 9-11-16 on video when we thought Hillary died at the SS
ambulance could have been staged by white hats.

I’m dubious, but, will say, cankles was arrested on that day when she
was handcuffed and thrown into the back of that black suv. What
later emerged from her brat’s apartment was not her.

Wrong, they exist. Case in point, my ol’e lady has a clone, ran out of
my house after she thrown an assortment of knifes at me, and while
escaping outside encountered exact replica of her with gunfire, it
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wasn’t a dream.

The Chinese in Flushing NY are nolonger cloning $5 DVD movies,
now doing people, more lucrative.

Haven’t seen any DVD street hustlers in a while as common place,
which substantiates my synopsis of cloning people.

Fact, Chinese can replicate anything, known for stealing intellectual
property.

Wow. You really said that? Either you’re gaming us with an insincere
observation, or you live in Fairyland. Dig into the subject; shock
yourself with the aggregation of evidence. Start chasing the meta-
tags, beginning with Dolly the sheep in the 1990s. Track deeply into
the growing of organ replacements in animals. The trend-line you
discover will bring silence to your silly words. Or should.

Yes! So many people believe what THEY see is all there is. I don’t
know how people can be so narrow. None of us are the center of the
universe and very little research convinces one that all sorts of
secret crap has been going on for a very long time. Is every theory
right? Probably not. But, if anything, reality is MORE bizarre and
dangerous than we imagine, not less.

Organ replacements in animals does not require transfer of
memories from one human mind to a clone mind. Dolly the clone
sheep learned like any sheep from a womb, no transfer of mind
memories to clone mind necessary. If humans were cloned, they
might look like the original, but would be drooling idiots with only a
short while to train and educate them. Allegedly they die in 3 years,
but in actuality would be illiterate with an incomplete education. If
there was a scientific method to rapidly educate the mind with a
memory transfer, it would be used in the schools and colleges. The
brain has billions of nerve endings to connect to a clone brain with
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billions of nerve endings. How would science do that? Human brains
are not comparable, regardless the hundreds of science fiction
movies.

Excellent question about transferred memories. Next to zero info to
be found on this subject. At McGill university, there have been
interesting projects dealing specifically with epigenetic transfer of
generational memories. It might suggest that DNA plays a role in
some kind of memory storage. Who knows? It’s fair to consider: by
some currently unknown/unpublished mechanism processes all that
‘junk’ DNA-info via a black box record of our own … personal flight.
This is certainly one possible explanation for that strange RRN report
involving Bill Clinton on a utility vehicle. One could read it and
surmise: the Clinton (clone) seemed informed on earlier history, But
uninformed about the present. Your comment is excellent. I, too,
wonder about this.

If they can clone sheep , they can clone humans . They will not teach
this in schools , because their secret benefits their lies . Wake up !

Please take them all yourself and leave intelligent people to make
their own choices.

do your research, there ARE cloning labs, there ARE clones. Been
around for a long time. It is HIDDEN off world tech because black
hats like to have an advantage over us all being the demons that
they are. Truth is truth, whether you like it or know about it doesn’t
change these facts. The best I can offer is keep your disbeliefs to a
minimum, put anything you are uncertain of on a mental shelf, the
truth will come out eventually, and you will have a heads up on
everyone else.

When you get your memories back, it will be a huge shock, so best
to start preparing.
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Dolly the sheep etc. all disclosure but not the full truth. Serious
cloning had been going on in underground labs for decades. The
cabal like to mess with us

Some reports claim half of the CCP army are clones. Wait until you
learn about your clones off world and how many there are. That’s
one for your mental shelf. Wait until you learn how that happens!

So much more to this world than people realize.

They dont even teach handwriting, and home economics in school,
like in the past. They want people dumber and dumber, these days,
so its easier to control them

LOL. Yes don’t. you love that post that says if this were true it would
be taught in school and on MSM? What IDIOTS some people
choose to be.

That’s the tragedy. What school doesn’t teach proper reading and
writing? That form of communication is as old as time itself.

Lol why do you guys still read RRN when he’s been going on about
this clone shit for like 8 months now? Like if you know clones are
bullshit that should make it very apparent that everything else he’s
written is also bullshit, he’s very committed to the clone storyline
now.

And thirds. But he thinks he is SO superior and above being tricked.
What a JOKE.

OK….and you KNOW there is no such thing? It would NOT be
taught in schools today!!! It’s top secret crap done in underground
bases. YOUR willingness to actually believe schools teach deep
truth is beyond staggering! Schools are now grooming kids and
teaching there are 400 plus genders! Schools are CONTROLLED.
Gees.
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This comes from the old “I’ll believe when I see it” point of view. Most
people will not believe anything anybody says without absolute
proof.

Oh please! stop gaslighting yourself! and do your research, in 1997 a
clone of a sheep name Dolly was made, if they can do it with animals
they can do it with people. I know of people from 23 years ago who
had their beloved dogs who had died clone.

This is what happens when you lost your fry cook job and are trying
to “learn to code”. The old geezer freezing is straight out of West
World.

I suppose the five-year-old video of Hillary jerking like a machine
with a short for more than a minute was a great acting job, too? That
is STILL available online if you look it up.

Before he opened his mouth I said he didn’t look the same at all. I
am anxiously awaiting finding out who these beings really are that
are deliberately destroying the world.

Looked like it was planned, the camera zooming in on McConnell
immediately, the faces of some of the Senators. It might have been
just a touch, the Senator obeying her script, McConnell immediately
freezing up. Not a clone, the edge of the full facemask showing just
above the red tie. All scripted, Senator Shelley Moore Capito of WV
walking up, touching him, other Senator reactions, McConnell
returning later to reassure people he was all right. Congress is
apparently all under arrest, obeying what they are ordered to do,
even attacks on Trump. That is my take on all of this. MB is giving
us what JAG white hats are giving him, sometimes perhaps
deliberate disinformation to lead the enemy astray.

A planned event. Notice that he did blink after the other Senator got
McConnell to look at him. So the actor was apparently holding that
unblinking stare as ordered, just as the Resident Biden actor holds
his unblinking stares. Has anybody noticed if the Feinstein actress
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holds unblinking stares also? Does the actor Schiff? Not necessarily
clones, but actors and actresses for the striking screen actors
guild. As Commander-in-Chief often states in his rallies, Central
Casting.

“And thank you to Vice President Pence. He has been so wonderful
to work with. He’s a real talent, a real guy,” Trump said. “And he is
central casting, do we agree? Central casting. He’s been great.”

Trump alluding to an actor replacing Pence? Actors wearing full
HollyWood style full facemasks replacing many other criminal,
arrested, executed, imprisoned people? Could HollyWood produce
thousands of full facemasks if required? Of course they could,
maybe for the true reason of the strike, to free up the costumes
department to produce more facemasks

remove 3 spaces
 https ://www .youtube .com/watch?v=QX19YAleBTM

This is way beyond masks. Check out the video many years ago of
Hillary jerking like a machine on the fritz. It’s STILL UP. It goes on
and on…a physical impossibility.

Other veritables to consider.

Kuru Disease was referenced elsewhere, later surfacing cocktailed
batches of adrenochrome. Currently mention White Hat additives
spiking batches of seized A-chrome, placing back into circulation.

Michael, I copied & pasted your UTube link & got a singer video,
then looked closer at it & there are spaces in your link. Whether it
was accidental or intentional, if you get responses questioning the
video, that’s probably why.

I do appreciate your comments and look for them often when I’m
questioning any of MBs news pieces. Not that I don’t believe MB,
because I thank God for him but you will usually have a great
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explanation of what might be going on behind the scenes. Thank
you!!

Welcome Julia.
 We deliberately add the spaces to a link so the post does not go to

administration.

Brilliant! I agree with everything you just said Michael Davis. That
sounds even more plausible than clones…maybe there are both and
I agree that they’re under arrest. We did see the busses last year
with windows blacked out and people lined up at the capital at night
to get on them.

“Notice that he did not blink after…”

Keep coming back to that. Most of us can hold off a blink
momentarily if we’re concentrating with extreme intensity. However
there are other facial muscles that must be deployed to pull this off. I
work on watches in my spare time and often wish they could be
taped in the open position.

Biden, and now MM seem able to perform this unnatural fete
effortlessly. And I hope others have noticed when they DO blink it
doesn’t exactly appear natural either?

Well it’s the last day for Congress before summer recess, could say,
get-away day.

Wonder if any animal control vehicles poised outside the Capital
today targeting elusive strays.

I was thinking android that lost its WIFI or BLUETOOTH connection.
Stuck in the buffering mode !
These old POS’ need to go !

Day 2 of Barry and big Mike, on the run. Nothing says innocence,
more than running and hiding.
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Sounds like Bonnie and Clyde, with the Keystone Cops in hot
pursuit. 

Why was the guy wearing a hat and dressed in black on a paddle
board at night? If he merely fell off in 8 ft of water, why didn’t he hang
on the board that was tethered to his ankle? Paddle boards float.
Who was the other guy? This all sounds and smells FISHY! Where’s
Big Mike? I’ve read that no one knows where he/she is.

Last edited 20 hours ago by Wurldtravler

Also interesting in that even children at the beach or less able adult
swimmers CAN touch bottom and propel themselves ashore by
taking breaths, sinking to the bottom, taking a step or two and
coming up for air. And I believe that’s why the 8′ depth is mentioned
prominently in articles.

Matt. 24:4,24
 4 And Jesus answered and said to them, Take heed that no man

deceive you.
 24 For false Christs and false prophets will arise and show great

signs and wonders; so much so that, if it were possible, they would
deceive even the elect.

What we have in the world today with the Deep State is the
fulfillment of Jesus’ prophecies.

Při čtení několika příspěvků bylo odkazováno na EMP, zkratování
elektroniky.

Jiný příklad, řekněme, využívající radarový rušič Speed   Trap
napájený mini 12voltovou baterií elektrického nářadí.

V nadsázce mohl skrytě střílet ryby v sudu.

Sám jsem se setkal se zaparkovaným vozidlem na měření rychlosti s
radarem na hlavní brzdě. Autobaterie umístěna v koši na kolo s
rušičkou, kolo připoutané k telefonnímu sloupu. Kamera ani jednou
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neblikla u jedoucích aut.

Naposledy upravil před 22 hodinami John .S

 
 


